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Eco Roll Up Banner

Free Standing Banner Set

Visual size 850 x 2000 mm.

An ideal brochure stand that allows various different
models for indoor use. The channels on both sides of the
central pole hold single or double Banners arms alone
or all at the same time. Each banner arm comes along
with a Poster Fast set that allows easy change of the poster.
When assembled it stands at 1920 mm x 1315 mm.

Thanks to their modern, weightless and
attractive design, these banner stands are
ideal for marketing your product abroad.
Quick and easy to assemble and for carrying
around due to their special carrying bag.

Smart Roll Up Banner

Pyramid Stand

Double sided Roll Up Banner which can be
carried, including the artwork printed, in its
carry bag. Tha aluminium case is silver eloxiert.
Three sizes are available as standard. When
assembled, it stands at min. 1000 mm, max.
2300 mm high. It has a unique telescopic pipe.

An ideal stand that allows passers by to see the poster
portraying an advert and collect a leaflet from underneath.
Sizes of poster’s frame available:
42x59.4 cm and 50x70 cm.

Variations

Infoboard

Free Standing Slide-in Frame

Available in Single or Double Sided

An ideal brochure stand that allows various different
models for indoor use. The channels on both sides of the
central pole hold single or double Banners arms alone or
all at the same time. Each Banner arm comes along with
a Poster Fast set that allows easy change of the poster.
When assembled it stands at 1920 mm.

Single or double faced acrylic shelves and
wheels can be added to the infoboards.
Anti-reflex PET cover is present in each unit.

Illuminated Infoboard

Free Standing Convex Box

Available in Single or Double Sided

Double face display for indoor use. By the aid of snaps &
hinged cover, one can easily change the poster on both
sides. Brochure shelves can be added if desired. Convex
elegant look at eye-level to present your message.
When assembled it stands at 1900 mm.
Poster sizes A2, A1 and 50 x 70 cm.

Single or double faced Infoboard is designed as a light box.
Height is 1760 mm and the width of the box is 100 mm
with mitred corner. Acrylic shelf can be added if desired.

Panset Stand
Panset exhibition system is a portable & friendlyassembled panel construction. The durable framework
of Panset can be position between 0-3600. The
framework of the construction can be easily unassembled
to allow a quick change of the panel inside.

Pop-up Stand
Pop-up stands are still the most popular standard display
for large prints. They are easy to transport, light weight and
can be packed down into a plastic carry bag which can be
used as a counter. Pop-up displays come in 2 sizes:
height 2.2 m x width 2.5 m
height 2.2 m x width 3.1 m
Felt panels can be fitted instead of the print. Each stand
includes carrying bag (hard or soft) and halogen lights.

